6th - 8th May, 23rd - 25th September 2022

MOTOR VALLEY
				EXPERIENCE

The Land of Speed on two wheels
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MOTOR VALLEY
Motor Valley is the land where the most performing engines
in the world are born, a place of “slow food and fast cars”,
as the great 3 Michelin-starred chef Massimo Bottura likes
to say.
The Multistrada of Borgo Panigale company will allow you to
discover the most iconic places in the Land of Speed,
crossing exciting roads and breathtaking hairpin bends.

MOTOR VALLEY
ON TWO WHEELS
Emilia: the charming place where exciting roads,
fast engines, great food and wines combine together
magically.
The most important car manufacturers and
museums of the Motor Valley are located within
a few kilometers from Modena and its not-to-bemissed Piazza Grande, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, and birthplace of the most famous dishes of
the Emilian cuisine.

DRE ROAD
Participating to the Dre Road Academy,
Ducati Riding Experience, is a unique adventure
where to discover all the tips and tricks of your
motorbike.
You will attend a technical briefing, held by the
best Ducati instructors and, like a professional
rider, you will practice in the active paddock
learning how to ride safely.

ROUTE

SUNDAY
MODENA

SATURDAY
MODENA

Ferrari
Maranello
Museum

Pagani Automobili

Castelvetro

Radici
pass
Abetone
pass

Castelvetro di Modena

Typical Modenese cuisine

Scenic roads of Modena
Apennines

Pagani Automobili

The Apennines

Opera 02 (lunch stop)

vip PROGRAMMe
FRIDAY
17.30 Welcome at Hotel Best Western Premiere Milano Palace
19.30 Aperitif in the heart of Modena
20.30 Dinner at traditional restaurant in the city center and overnight
stay at the hotel 4*
SATURDAY
8.30 Arrive at the Modena circuit, technical briefing at the DRE ROAD
Academy, training at the paddock
11.30 Visit to Pagani Museum and factory tour
13.00 Lunch in a panoramic restaurant in the hills of Modena
15.00 Breathtaking riding along the hills of Bologna
18.00 Return to the hotel
20.00 Traditional Emilian dinner, revisited by one of the most
renowned chefs of the territory
SUNDAY
09.00 Departure from the hotel for an adrenaline-filled journey
through the peaks of Modena
12.45 Lunch on the Apennines
16.30 VIP visit at Ferrari Maranello Museum
18.00 Final aperitif and end of activities

Hotel Best Western
Premier Milano Palace
The Best Western Premier Hotel Milano Palace inaugurated in 2014 in the heart
of Modena, a superior 4*, stands out for the elegance and attention to detail of
the spaces, the features of the rooms and the quality of services offered.
The 55 rooms have all the mod cons: air conditioning, free Wi-fi, a minibar, a
tub with chromotherapy, satellite and digital TV with a vast range of national
and international channels.
The in-house spa, with hot tub, sensory shower, steam room and Jacuzzi
sauna, is open to all the guests who want to relax.
The Best Western Premier Hotel Milano Palace is a green hotel characterised
by wide spaces and a design that will make your stay memorable.

FEES ANd
		SERVICES
€ 1,450.00 per person
For two people sharing one motorbike and one double or twin room

€ 1,990.00 per person
A single room and motorbike for exclusive use

The package includes:
• Motorbike rental from the following models: DUCATI MULTISTRADA V4 S
and DUCATI MULTISTRADA V2 S (fuel and insurance included)
• 2 nights accommodation in Modena at the Best Western Premier Hotel
Milano Palace 4*
• Friday and Saturday dinners, accompanied by our selection of wines
• Saturday and Sunday lunches (wine excluded, having to drive after
lunch)
• Friday aperitif at the city center of Modena, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site
• Museum visit to Pagani with factory tour and VIP visit to Ferrari
Maranello Museum
• The guided tour to a vinegar factory where the traditional balsamic
vinegar of Modena DOP is produced
• VAT and tourist taxes included
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LEADER IN DRIVING EVENTS
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REFINED TECHNIQUES, UNMISTAKABLE DESIGN
AND PASSION FOR MOTORCYCLES

